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Land Rover Range Rover Sport SVR

Year 2017

Engine 4999

Power CV 550

Km 71050

Model Range Rover
Sport SVR

Condition Ocasió

Type SUV 4x4

Fuel Benzina

No. of doors 5

Gearbox Automàtic

Price 69.900,00 €

Land Rover Range Rover Sport SVR 5.0 V8 Supercharged 550 PS - Adaptive Dynamics variable damping with active roll control (Dynamic Response) - Terrain-based vehicle configuration (Auto
Terrain Response 2) with Dynamic Mode for highway driving - Two-speed high gear transfer case - Adaptive cruise control with low-speed safety - Drive Pro Pack - Torque Vectoring (Curve
Torque Distribution Control) with electronic active rear differential - Lane Departure Warning - Blind spot monitoring and vehicle approach sensor - Traffic sign recognition - Automatic dimming
mirrors - Leather steering wheel with multifunction, electric adjustment and paddle shifters - Keyless entry and starting - 4-zone automatic climate control - Electric heated front seats with memory -
4-zone heated seats - Perforated leather seats Oxford SRV with contrast piping - Privacy rear windows - Virtual TFT instrument cluster - Body color running boards - Unique Brembo blue brake
calipers - Trailer hitch - 21 inch satin black alloy wheels - Cruise control 360? parking distance - Rear view camera - Acoustic laminated privacy glass - Heated windshield - Electric opening and
closing of the trunk with hands-free function - Configurable ambient interior lighting - Exterior mirrors with electrical adjustment, memory and heating - Bluetooth connection with audio streaming -
InControl Touch Pro Navigation - Meridian Surround Sound - Perimetric and volumetric alarm - 12 month warranty - Available at our showroom -

*We have been careful in the description of the characteristics of this vehicle, but do not represent a guarantee for typing errors and data transmission.


